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God of Love (2010 18 mins short film) A lovestruck, lounge-singing darts champion finds his
prayers are answered -- literally -- when he mysteriously receives a box of love-inducing darts.
Director: Writer: Luke Matheny Stars: Luke Matheny, Marian Brock, Christopher Hirsh
http://disembedded.wordpress.com/2011/02/28/god-of-love-the-amorous-misadventures-of-alounge-singing-darts-champion/
Star Trek Voyager: Memorial (Season 6 Ep 14 /#134 42 minutes) Voyager crewmembers return
from an away mission experiencing repressed memories of having participated in a massacre. The
memories were transmitted by an extinct alien culture in a misguided attempt to ‘educate’ others by
forcing them to personally experience being responsible for evil acts they did not commit. An
example of trying to FORCE awareness and self-responsibility.
Trailer: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YaHg0xMqekY
Powers Of Ten (1977 Doc 10 mins) A scientific film essay by Charles And Ray Eames begins with
a picture of two picnickers in a park; then the area of each frame one-tenth the size of the one
before. After reaching a view of the entire known universe, the camera gradually zooms in until we
are viewing the subatomic particles on a man's hand. An example of how every aspect of the
universe reflects the same principles. http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0fKBhvDjuy0
Proof (1991 Australia 95 minutes) A story about trust and how easily it can be earned and then lost.
Martin (Hugo Weaving) has been blind from birth and takes photographs as proof that the world he
sees is the same world that sighted people see. Waiting to find a person he can trust to describe his
photos, he accidentally meets Andy (Russel Crowe) and a friendship begins. Martin's housekeeper
Celia (Genevieve Picot) becomes jealous of the friendship and places Andy in a situation where he
must lie to Martin about a photo. AFI Awards for Hugo Weaving and Russell Crowe plus Best Film
and Best Director, Jocelyn Moorhouse. Rated M. All three personality types are represented here;
the title indicates an emphasis upon the reason type’s need to know, codify, prove something is real
using only material aspects of life, while discounting emotion and intuition as unreliable.
Trailer http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AixgCHv2N7I 1 or 2 scenes also available.
Small Pleasures (2008) 5 minutes 17 seconds. Do you experience life fully? Imagine if you were
able to simple be present in each moment of your life:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=flkFW5E0XcM#t=270
Twilight Zone: The Monsters Are Due On Maple Street (1960 Season 1 Ep 22) A supposed
meteor and weird power outage cause a nice neighborhood to become an out of control mob. All
the while it was actually invading aliens using devices to make neighborhoods turn against
themselves. Claude Akins, Jack Weston. http://www.hulu.com/watch/440892
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